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BREAKING: RFK JR PLANS TO ANNOUNCE
RUNNING MATE SOON ACCORDING TO INSIDER
GEOFFREY A. FIELDS, Owner of TTA

Whoever RFK JR.picks as his running mate has to shock the

political landscape in order for him to make headlines

long-term.

In a recent scoop that has sent shockwaves through political circles, a top-level source

within Robert F. Kennedy Jr.'s 2024 Presidential Campaign has disclosed that an



announcement regarding his running mate is imminent. The exclusive information was

shared during a confidential call with donors or staff, tipped to TTA NEWS. The source,

whose identity remains undisclosed, provided no specific names during the conversation.

Speculation mounts if RFK JR. chooses a fellow detractor or defector from the Democratic

Party. Someone like Tulsi Gabbard comes to mind when she famously left the Democratic

Party late in 2022, staying active speaking out in favor of Trump and even endorsing

candidates like Kari Lake for Governor in Arizona. Both Gabbard and Kennedy have done

work to increase their presence in conservative circles after being lifelong Democrats.

Initially running as a Democrat, Kennedy has now filed to run as an Independent. Reaching

across the aisle, wanting undecideds and independents, Kennedy may be getting ahead of

an expected 2024 announcement from Joe Manchin with No Labels, as well as other Third

Party challengers from the Green Party: Jill Stein and Cornel West.

Kennedy’s support for left-wing causes in the past has resurfaced, such as his support for

Reparations, Gun Control, Climate Change and more. Flip-Flops on abortion and fracking

leave voters questioning where he really stands on important issues.

Polls show RFK JR taking a 14%-22% chunk of Independents, hurting Biden and Trump.

Experts argue - Who does it hurt more? Time will tell.

EXTRA FROM THE EDITOR, MY THOUGHTS ON 2024 POLLS…. RFK JR HAS NO CHANCE

Trump beats Biden right now if the election were held today. New polls from CNN, MSNBC,

HARVARD AND MORE all have Trump winning. Trump even leads Biden among young

voters and black males - shocking the Democrats. The coveted Black Voting block

Democrats have owned for decades is splintering. With Trump outperforming Biden in polls

and Biden sitting on his lowest approval rating since taking office, Trump world is thinking

“we have a year to push Biden’s numbers even lower.” I project Biden losing 16% of his
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2020 black support to third party candidates. Pile on 33% of Biden voters ditching the

President, third party candidates, constant falling, display’s of dementia and the Democrats

have a serious problem. BIDEN IS UNELECTABLE AND WE HAVEN’T EVEN GOTTEN TO

POLICY, THE BORDER OR MORE ENDLESS WARS! The 2024 election is primed for Trump no

matter who they try to replace Biden with.

HEADLINE: “Former President Trump is leading President Biden and

Democrat-turned-independent presidential candidate Robert F. Kennedy Jr. in a three-way race,

a new poll found. (The Hill, Oct 20)

The Harvard CAPS-Harris Poll survey, shared with The Hill, showed Trump receiving 39 percent

support, Biden receiving 33 percent support and Kennedy receiving 19 percent support in a

three-way race.”

HEADLINE: “Donald Trump for the first time has surpassed President Biden in a national general

election poll. (NBC News, Nov 20)

The former president eked out a slim lead over his successor — 46% to 44% — and strikingly

eclipsed the incumbent among younger voters, the poll released Sunday found.”
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